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NATIVE ADVERTISING: 
The Intelligent, but Risky, 

Future of Advertising
John Wilpers, Senior Director/North America



MY BACKGROUND
For 40+ years, I was a writer, editor and executive at 

magazines, newspapers, websites, and start-ups.

Since ’08, I’ve consulted with media companies in 
places like India, Norway, Peru, Italy, Mexico, the 
USA, & South Africa, helping them transition from 

unprofitable rigid legacy publishers operating in silos 
to integrated, 24-7, multi-media, multi-platform 

content creation operations making a profit

Since 2010, I have also written the annual 
“Innovation in Magazine Media World Report” for the 

world association of magazines.  



BEFORE WE 
BEGIN…



It’s early release day



LET’S GET 
STARTED



How the heck do you make 

MONEY  
in magazine media these days?



Malcolm Forbes
Founder of Forbes



“I made my money the old-
fashioned way: I was very 
nice to a wealthy relative 

right before he died.”



What if you don’t have a rich, aging relative?



Unfortunately, 
there is no 

Holy Grail, no 
one super 
solution



DIVERSIFICATION



SO MANY WAYS 
TO MAKE MONEY 
• Advertising  
• Anti-ad blocking strategies 
• Reader revenue 
• Content Marketing/ Magazine 

media as in-house agencies 
• Distributed platform advertising 
• Ecommerce 
• Events 
• Messaging apps & chatbots 
• Mobile advertising 
• Native advertising 
• Newsletters 
• Programmatic advertising 
• Retail revenue 
• Video advertising



NATIVE ADVERTISING



WHAT IS 
NATIVE 

ADVERTISING? 



TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING  
v.  

NATIVE ADVERTISING 



WHAT IS 
TRADITIONAL 
MARKETING? 



It’s the 
marketing 
you grew 
up with



An interruptive 
marketing 
strategy: 



A blunderbluss 
approach — 
peppering 
consumers with 
ads for products 
they don’t want 
at the time



NOT about 
delivering relevant 
information to 
consumers when 
they are looking to 
solve a problem, 
fill a need, and 
buy a product



Many forms:  
Print (magazine & 
newspaper ads), 
broadcast (TV & 
radio ads), outdoor 
(billboards), direct 
mailings, 
telemarketing, etc.



WHAT IS 
NATIVE 

ADVERTISING? 



It is non-
interruptive 

marketing 



Creating valuable 
content in context 

to educate 
potential customers 

and draw them in



Creating valuable 
information users 

can find when 
they actually 

need it and will 
appreciate it



The art of 
communicating with 

your customers 
and prospects 

without the hard sell



• Make your 
users more 
intelligent  

• Make their lives 
easier 

• Solve their 
problems 

• Fill their needs

It is information to:



It adds value to 
users’ lives so 
they appreciate 
your expertise, 
which may turn 
them into loyal, 

paying customers 



Native advertising 
is a type of 

content marketing 
that matches the 
form & function 

of the platform it 
appears on 



Native 
advertising is 

relevant to the 
story it’s 

accompanying 



Many forms:  
Blogs, podcasts,  
videos, quizzes,  

white papers,  
email newsletters, 

webinars, 
infographics, etc.





“When most people think about a native ad, 
they think about an in-feed ad on Facebook 

which looks like a normal Facebook post.” 
— Robert Wildner, Glispa Global Group’s VP/Media Operations speaking to the Native Ad Institute 



“But native ads are about much 
more than just their design” 

— Robert Wildner, Glispa Global Group’s VP/Media Operations



“To be native, an ad must be non-intrusive and 
appear at a time which makes sense given the 

flow of the user’s activity within the app.” 
— Robert Wildner, Glispa Global Group’s VP/Media Operations



“The ads also must  
make sense to the user,  

meaning that proper targeting  
needs to be in place.” 

— Robert Wildner, Glispa Global Group’s VP/Media Operations



People click on things they want 
to learn more about

The reason native content works 
so well is a basic premise:  



NATIVE IS GROWING LIKE A WEED



• Native will drive 74% of all ad revenue by 
2021 (Business Insider) 

• Native will hit $21b in US by 2018 
• Native display to grow 200% by 2018



• “Native is booming” 
• Native will be 35% of 

our digital revenue 
(which is 75% of total) 

• Forbes Brand360 will 
blend multiple native 
ad elements across 
multiple platforms 
(desktop, print, video 
and mobile)

— Forbes chief product officer Lewis Dvorkin



• Native to be 75% of all 
company revenue 

• Native up 15% from ‘15 
• Atlantic Re:Think is 32 

people, up 25% from ’15 
• Native is video, 

infographics, text 
• Readers spent seven 

minutes on top ads

— Atlantic Sr. VP/Publisher Haley Romer



• Native was half of all 
our digital ad revenue, 
up from 25% in 2015 

• Dedicated team of 18 
only since mid-2016 

• Much of revenue spurt 
is due to the five data 
analysts on the team

— Conde Nast Britain Group Digital Dir. Wil Harris



• Data analysts’ job is to 
work with clients on 
where and how to 
distribute and promote 
content across platforms

— Conde Nast Britain Group Digital Dir. Wil Harris



• “What’s trending now? 
What is going to SEO 
well? What’s going to 
work on social? What 
does our audience 
want to see?”

— Conde Nast Britain Group Digital Dir. Wil Harris



• “We use a range of tools 
to determine exactly 
what’s going to work 
best, and layer this 
data on top of our own 
editorial perspective to 
create something 
authentic and effective”

— Conde Nast Britain Group Digital Dir. Wil Harris



EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL 
NATIVE ADVERTISING





• ‘Woman Inmates’ on The 
New York Times’ website 
examined the US women’s 
prison system. The native 
ad promoted the Netflix 
series ‘Orange Is the New 
Black’, but it never told the 
reader to watch the show

NETFLIX: QUALITY CONTENT MARKETING 
MATCHES EDITORIAL FOR TRAFFIC 



• In terms of generated 
traffic, ‘Women Inmates’ 
ranked in The NYT’s’ top 
1,000 articles among 
more than 67,000 
pieces published in 
2014 and got more than 
145,000 impressions.

RESULTS: 





GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 
WANTED TO:
• Reposition their 

brand 
• Reach new 

audiences at scale 
• Make entertainment 

inspired by their 
real science



GENERAL 
ELECTRIC

• GE came up with the idea to blend sci-fi and real life — 
a protagonist trying to decode a 70-year-old message 
from outer space in her job at an encryption think tank. 

• The 8-part series was co-produced by GE (with agency 
BBDO) and Panoply Media 





• 4 million downloads 
• #1 podcast in USA 
• Blog for Q&A 
• Puzzles, clues, games, 

digital archive  
• Top ten in 3 countries 

(Canada, Australia, Britain) 
• 440 million minutes listening 
• Most listened-to branded 

podcast in history 

RESULTS: 





LET’S TAKE THE QUIZ 

http://ikeabedrooms.telegraph.co.uk




• When you try to explain 
something over the phone, it’s 
near-on impossible… 

• …and when you do help in 
person, it’s painstakingly 
slow.You have to constantly 
remind yourself that there are 
no stupid questions. 

• You try to explain why they 
can’t trust everyone they meet 
online. 

• They don’t understand why 
you wouldn’t want to be 
~friends~ on social media.



• They see no good reason to 
upgrade their computer from 
1995. 

• Heaven forbid there’s ever a 
“problem”  

• Eventually, you just snap and 
take over. 

• When you show them how to 
do something, they insist on 
getting reeeaaaaalllly close. 

• The fun part is, you know 
you’re going to end up writing 
it all down anyway.



Luckily for you, the new Windows 10 is so intuitive, it’s 
easy for everyone to use. Upgrade for free today.*



ELEVEN NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES



#1. Native Success Is 
About Collaboration 
The native ad partnerships that 
work go beyond a ‘sponsored’ 
logo. Any brand can pay to add 
their logo to the top of content.  

The breakout stories are when 
publishers and brands work in an 
integrated way to tell a unique 
story.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Blake Caldwell, Day One Perspective  —



#2. Bring Something 
to the Table 
The best native ads happen 
when the brands add to the 
editorial package, giving 
access to proprietary data or 
research, providing time with 
celebrities or athletes.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Blake Caldwell, Day One Perspective  —



#3. Allocate internal 
resources 
Advertisers can’t order stories for a 
native campaign and lean back and 
wait. They must give writers access 
to anyone and everything to get 
facts, inspiration, anecdotes, etc.  

Give readers an awesome, 
fascinating, relevant story with 
real knowledge – that is what 
native advertising is about

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Stine Bjerre Herdel, Content Lead at Nordea — 



#4. Visual Content 
Breaks Through 
Native ads that include original 
artwork, video or photography 
far outperform more text-
based collaborations.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Blake Caldwell, Day One Perspective  —



#5. Don’t Launch 
without a Channel Plan 
Native content can create a 
grassroots conversation and 
drive social buzz. But it needs 
a kick start.  

Don’t rely on drive-by traffic but 
include traffic drivers like 
social amplification and email 
promotion. Also share content 
on a brand’s owned channels.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Blake Caldwell, Day One Perspective  —



#6. Accept It Takes Time 
The typical experience with a 
client who wants to run a 
campaign with sponsored content 
is that they want it – and they 
want it RIGHT NOW.  
That is not how native 
advertising works. Native 
advertising is strategic storytelling, 
and you cannot just do that 
overnight.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Stine Bjerre Herdel, Content Lead at Nordea — 



#7. Use Journalists/Skilled 
Writers, Not Marketers 
Once the plan is set, the marketing 
team should back off. You can only 
create authentic, human, fascinating, 
engaging stories if you have a super-
skilled expert-nerd writing, not a 
marketing fact-sheet.  

We believe you should NOT use 
editorial staff so you can maintain 
reputation for objectivity; but some do

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Stine Bjerre Herdel, Content Lead at Nordea — 



#8. Quantity Is Not a 
Success Parameter; 
Quality Is 
Is it as engaging as possible? Is 
as fascinating as possible? 
Does it create as much value as 
possible? Is as sharable as 
possible?

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Stine Bjerre Herdel, Content Lead at Nordea — 



#9. Adjust Your KPIs 
Measure clicks, and 
engagement but also 
conversions. Incorporate links 
in your native article that will 
lead readers on to your site. 

If you do in a way that creates 
value, you can easily get 
people to your site, and from 
there maybe get them to 
actually take action.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Stine Bjerre Herdel, Content Lead at Nordea — 



#10. Do It Well, or Don’t 
Do It (Bad Native Is 
Deadly) 
Is it as engaging as possible? 
Does it create as much value as 
possible? Is as sharable as 
possible? Or is it a hard sell, or a 
thinly veiled product pitch? 

Users who feel disappointed or 
tricked will not return and will 
tell their friends!

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

— Stine Bjerre Herdel, Content Lead at Nordea — 



#11. Label the ad; do 
NOT trick readers 
Readers WILL click through 
on native ads. The most 
popular phrase is 
“sponsored”.

NATIVE ADVERTISING 
BEST PRACTICES

Users who feel 
disappointed or tricked 
will not return and will 
tell their friends!



Ambiguous content rating 
Content not being rated against single objective guidelines (during moderation).  

Click-baiting 
The “one weird trick” clickbait promises to help consumers lose belly fat, learn a 
new language and boost credit scores as if by magic.  

Sensationalism 
Sensational images and copy get clicks, but also backlash & campaign failure



Traditional ads forced into native format  
When an advertiser has dedicated the resources to create a traditional ad, it’s 
understandable they’d want to use it everywhere. However, forcing a traditional 
ad into a native format without first modifying and optimizing it is a big mistake.  

Inaccurate, misleading, or no labelling 
Fully 33% of all native ads lack any designation whatsoever (a Polar 2016 report)



HOW TO MEASURE SUCCESS OF 
NATIVE ADVERTISING 



Successful native advertising is a lot  
like going to the gym 

— Scott Severson, President, Brandpoint



You’re not going to see a payoff in a week, 
but if you commit to doing it regularly over 

time, you’ll see amazing results. 
— Scott Severson, President, Brandpoint



Bottom line:  
There is tremendous ROI in consistently 

developing great content  
for your audience.



And, unlike other forms of marketing, 
native advertising pays dividends 

far into the future. 
— Scott Severson, President, Brandpoint



Your ROI measurements depend on 
what “R” you are after 

— Andrea FryrearAndrea Fryrear, chief content officer, Fox Content



Before you start measuring, you must determine 
what you want to achieve by creating content 

— Andrea FryrearAndrea Fryrear, chief content officer, Fox Content



What are some key measures 
of the success of native 

advertising?













LAUNDRY LIST OF MEASUREMENTS
• Page Views 
• Users 
• Sessions 
• Bounce Rates 
• Avg. Time on Page 
• Visitors Viewing 

Multiple Pages 
• New Users 
• Returning Users 
• Traffic Sources 
• Engagement  
• Social Sharing 

• Shares by content 
length/type 

• Who Is Sharing 
(Influencers?) 

• Number of 
Comments 

• CTR 
• SEO Goals 
• Search Traffic 
• Keyword Goals 
• Link Building  
• Evergreen? 

• Reputation 
Indicators 

• Brand Recall 
• Leads 
• Conversions 
• Conversion 

increases 
• E-mail subscribers 
• ROI (cost to 

produce v. return)  
— Graham Charlton 
Editor in Chief, ClickZ Global



BUT MEASUREMENTS MUST 
FLOW FROM GOALS.  

START BY SETTING GOALS, 
THEN CHOOSE THE 

MEASUREMENTS THAT WILL 
INDICATE SUCCESS (OR 

FAILURE)



BY ALL MEANS DO NOT START 
WITHOUT GOALS AND 

MEASURES AND TIMETABLES… 
WITHOUT THEM, ANYONE CAN 

CLAIM THE CAMPAIGN IS 
FAILING AND IT’S HARD TO 

ARGUE



AND IF YOU DO 
IT RIGHT…..



• Consumers look at native ads 52% more 
frequently than banner ads 

• Get 85-93% more clicks than banner ads 

• Purchase intent is 53% higher 
• Increase brand lift by up to 82%.

BENEFITS OF  
NATIVE ADVERTISING

— Contently/Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at City University of New York study



• 32% would share with friends and family 

• 70% want to learn about products through 
content rather than traditional advertising 

• 30% will actively avoid sites with banner ads 
interfering with the content too much.

BENEFITS OF  
NATIVE ADVERTISING

— Contently/Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at City University of New York study



What do you think are 
some of the pitfalls of 

native advertising?

PITFALLS OF  
NATIVE ADVERTISING



• 54% have felt deceived by native advertising 
• 44% couldn’t correctly identify the sponsor of 

the native ad they read  
• 43% lose trust in a publisher when it features 

native advertising from an untrustworthy brand
— Contently/Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at City University of New York study

PITFALLS OF  
NATIVE ADVERTISING



DEEPLY TROUBLE 
SOME PEOPLE

ALL OF THESE PITFALLS, 
AND THE VERY IDEA OF 
NATIVE ADVERTISING,





What would you say are some 
solutions to the pitfalls of 

native advertising?



• Adopt a standard label for native advertising. 
Publishers rely on a confusing array of terms. 
Some publishers use three or four different 
labels on the same site

SOLUTIONS FOR 
NATIVE ADVERTISING

— Contently/Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at City University of New York study



• FTC guidelines push “advertising” as the 
standard label. Yet publishers uniformly 
reject doing so, perceiving native differently 
than display & fearing readers won’t click 

• 49% of respondents liked “sponsored” 
as the least confusing label.

SOLUTIONS FOR 
NATIVE ADVERTISING

— Contently/Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at City University of New York study



• Only partner with trustworthy brands. 
Partnering with untrustworthy brands risks 
loss of a large chunk of your audience 

• Partnering with trusted brands has opposite 
effect: 41% trust the publisher more

SOLUTIONS FOR 
NATIVE ADVERTISING

— Contently/Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at City University of New York study



• Only publish high-quality content — content 
you’d be proud to have in your magazine 

• Give your top editor veto power or a powerful 
voice in determining which ads run 

• Only run native ads that are truly native, truly 
relevant to the story in which they appear

SOLUTIONS FOR 
NATIVE ADVERTISING



• Avoid surprises and unpleasant arguments: Set 
standards for quality up front — advertisers 
should know in advance what they cannot do 

• Do not compromise those standards for a quick 
buck — loss of readers, respect & reputation 
will cost you much more and last a long time

SOLUTIONS FOR 
NATIVE ADVERTISING



ON THE HORIZON: 
PROGRAMMATIC NATIVE 

Programmatic native has only 
been possible for less than a 
year (mid- 2016) thanks to the 
new OpenRTB protocol 
launched last spring, but plenty 
of buyers have jumped in.



ON THE HORIZON: 
PROGRAMMATIC NATIVE 

Greg Williams, co-founder of 
MediaMath, says investment in 
native programmatic will at 
least double in 2017, with the 
growth from money pulled out 
of other budgets as well as by 
new funding altogether.  



AND TO MAKE 
THIS WORK… 



YOU HAVE TO 
REMAKE YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 



AND YOU MUST 
CREATE A 
CONTENT 
CHAMPION 





SO, NATIVE 
ADVERTISING IS A 

NO-BRAINER? 



THERE IS 
ONLY ONE 

NO BRAINER 
TODAY

WELL,  
NOT EXACTLY….





NATIVE 
ADVERTISING 

CAN BE A  
NO BRAINER IF …



IT’S DONE  
RIGHT



• YOU 
• YOUR 

READER  
• YOUR 

ADVERTISER

IT WILL BE  A 
DISASTER FOR:

IF NOT….



THE RISK FOR YOU:

• Readers lose faith
• Lost ad revenue opportunity
• Advertisers lose faith

DAMAGE TO YOUR REPUTATION



THE RISK FOR YOUR READER:

• 58% never use site again 
• Half tell friends
• 30-60% exact  revenge

BAD READER EXPERIENCE



THE RISK FOR YOUR ADVERTISER:

• Some not getting returns 
• Two-thirds don’t renew*

BAD ADVERTISER EXPERIENCE



Sites with more established native ad 
programs average much higher renewal 
rates: 49% (sites with over 50 advertisers 
buying native so publishers have had the 
time to eliminate problems) 

The top native sellers (e.g., Forbes, 
Atlantic’s Quartz) win renewal rates of 
60-80% 

— Media Radar 2016 Study



SO, NATIVE 
ADVERTISING v. 

TRADITIONAL 
ADVERTISING? 



YOUR CHOICE? 



When it comes to crafting a marketing 
strategy, there’s no doubt that you 

should incorporate native advertising  



Native advertising is more 
effective and better liked 

by your audience 



That does not mean you should 
scrap traditional marketing 
efforts entirely. 

Marketing experts now believe 
that the best marketers are 
the ones who can blend their 
traditional and content 
marketing efforts seamlessly.

BUT….. 



BOTTOM LINE? 





FINAL NOTE: 
If native advertising as we’re 

proposing it doesn’t work, 
John Oliver has an 

alternative approach 





SO, PUMPED UP &   
READY TO MAKE 

SOME CHANGES?



SO, READY TO RACE BACK &  MAKE CHANGES?



I DOUBT IT



I’D WAGER THAT   
ANY ATTEMPT 

TO MAKE 
SIGNIFICANT,  

LASTING 
CHANGES IS





EVEN THOUGH THE NEXT 
SECTION IS NOT ABOUT 
CONTENT MARKETING



THAT AND EVERYTHING 
YOU LEARN HERE AT 

MAGNET IS ALL MOOT 
IF YOU DON’T MAKE 

CULTURAL, 
ORGANIZATIONAL 

CHANGES



Why do you think I might suggest 
that most companies are not ready 
to make some of these changes?



I DOUBT IT

STAFF: I WON’T CHANGE!!



I DON’T KNOW HOW



I DON’T CARE



Change your 
culture before 
attempting to 
change your 
products or 

workflows 

OUR ADVICE:



Involve ALL of your 
staff, solicit advice 

from readers & 
advertisers.  

Make risk-taking 
safe and rewarded

OUR ADVICE:



If you try to impose 
change from the top 

down, it WILL fail.  
The resisters are like 

the Viet Cong.  
But not if they’re 

invited to the table

OUR ADVICE:



HIRE US!

OUR ADVICE:



THE  GLOBAL 
EXPERTS IN 

HELPING MEDIA 
COMPANIES  
INNOVATE





YOU DON’T HAVE 
TO HIRE US,  
BUT YOU DO 
HAVE TO DO 

WHAT WE 
WOULD DO…



GO OUTSIDE YOUR COMPANY 
BECAUSE SOLICITING TRUST 

& CREATING CHANGE 
INTERNALLY IS VERY 

DIFFICULT



EMPOWER YOUR MANAGERS & STAFF TO 
TOGETHER MAKE CHANGES TO TRANSFORM INTO 
A 24-7, MULTIMEDIA, MULTI-PLATFORM CONTENT & 

REVENUE CREATION TEAM



WORK DIRECTLY WITH YOUR STAFF, 
READERS, AND ADVERTISERS,  

NOT JUST WITH SPREADSHEETS



MAKE CHANGE HAPPEN 
FROM THE BOTTOM UP



BUILD INTERNAL TEAMS FOCUSED ON 
SATISFYING AUDIENCE NEEDS & WORKING 

WITH ADVERTISING TO MAXIMIZE 
MONETIZATION



GIVE YOUR STAFF AND MANAGERS THE 
POWER TO CONTROL THEIR OWN FUTURE, 

INSTEAD OF BEING VICTIMS



MID-LEVEL MANAGERS & STAFF HAVE 
GREAT IDEAS FOR CHANGE, BUT  

NO ONE EVER ASKS THEM!!



Peaceful evolution  
has not worked: 

IT’S TIME FOR  
A RADICAL 
ORGANISATIONAL 
REVOLUTION



“Because we 
haven’t had 
sufficient 
evolution, we 
now need a 
revolution”  
— The Dallas Morning News 

reorganisation report



Start by blowing up old teams, old job 
descriptions, old workflows, old publishing 

schedules, old org charts, and old office spaces.



No one and nothing 
can be exempt



Without a whole-
hearted, unflinching 
commitment to change, 
any reorganisation plan 
will ultimately fail



As a matter of  
fact, 77% of all 
organisational 
redesign efforts fail 

— McKinsey study



The consequences 
of that failure? 



The company is actually in 
worse shape than before it 
started.  
Problems have not been 
solved. Hopes have been 
raised and dashed.   



Staff time & emotional 
commitments betrayed. 
Subsequent reorg efforts 
will be greeted with 
massive, justified 
scepticism



RULES FOR  
RE-ORGANIZATIONAL 
SUCCESS9

1. Take the 
long view; 
don’t solve 
for the short-
term

2. Don’t assume 
you know the 
problems; 
interview 
everyone 
inside & out 

3. Involve 
everyone in the 
process to ID 
problems & 
solutions; create 
volunteer teams



RULES FOR  
RE-ORGANIZATIONAL 
SUCCESS9

Deliver 
results early 
and often 
and publicly 

4. Accept you 
don’t have 
the talent you 
need; you’ll 
need to train 
and to hire

5. ID reasons 
for any 
resistance 
early; work 
to change 
mind-sets

6.



RULES FOR  
RE-ORGANIZATIONAL 
SUCCESS9

In advance, 
set metrics 
to measure 
short- and 
long-term 
success

7. Reach out 
regularly and 
personally; post 
results; monitor 
volunteer 
teams

8. Create 
back-up 
plans; ID 
key people

9.



IT’S TIME TO 
CHANGE:  

YOUR FUTURE 
DEPENDS ON IT



• Building blocks of a 
successfully reinvented 
editorial team

• A look at innovations at the 
New York Times

• A case study of innovation 
at a 90-year-old multi-title 
Indian magazine company

MORE IN THE BOOK:



1. Messaging Apps & Chatbots 
2. Mobile (“Precision Content”) 
3. Monetisation  
4. Progressive v. Native Apps 
5. Media Tech 
6. Reinventing Legacy Teams 
7. Print Innovations & Off-beat

ALSO IN THE BOOK:



1. Ad blocking 
2. Reader revenue 
3. Branded & native content 
4. Distributed platform advertising 
5. E-commerce 
6. Events 
7. Mobile advertising 
8. Newsletters 
9. Programmatic 
10. Retail revenue 
11. Video advertising

MONETISATION CHAPTER



YOU CAN ORDER 
YOUR COPY OF THE 
INNOVATION BOOK:  

Google:  

“Innovation in magazine 
media 2017-2018” (£129; 
digital edition is free for 
FIPP members)



BEFORE WE END, 
I HAVE ONE  

SIMPLE 
QUESTION:



WHY DO WE GO TO CONFERENCES LIKE THIS?



WE ALL COME 
BACK FROM 

CONFERENCES 
EXCITED AND 

MOTIVATED, 
RIGHT?



PUT THEM IN A 
SPECIAL PLACE 

ON OUR DESK

WE PRINT OUT OUR 
NOTES AND… 





THEN  
THE REAL 

WORLD 
KICKS IN



A SPECIAL 
PLACE ON OUR 

SHELF

WE GET BUSY SO WE 
MOVE THE NOTES TO: 





A SPECIAL 
PLACE IN THE 
RECYLING BIN

AFTER A YEAR, 
THEY MOVE TO 





AND WE GO BACK  
TO DOING THINGS 

THE SAME  
OLD WAY



RIGHT?



WE 
CANNOT AFFORD 

TO DO THINGS THE 
SAME OLD WAY 

ANYMORE



SO LET’S  
BREAK  

THAT PATTERN 
TODAY!



PLEASE  
STAND UP



RAISE YOUR 
RIGHT HAND

REPEAT   
AFTER ME





“I …  
(say your name)”  



“Do solemnly 
swear” 



“To return to 
my office 

next week” 



“And do 
something 
differently” 



“Based on what 
I learn here 
today and 

tomorrow” 



“I will  
execute this  

solemn duty…”



“Or I will have  
to accept a surprise   

GUEST EDITOR  
to direct my  

next edition”



This GUEST EDITOR  
will be a man with:

• Awesome magazine experience  
• “A lot of good words!” 
• A firm grasp of the truth 
• A track record of making billions





YOU MAY 
SIT DOWN

DO WE HAVE 
A DEAL?

ISN’T THAT A 
GOOD INCENTIVE?



THANK 
YOU!

JOHN WILPERS 
SENIOR DIRECTOR/NORTH AMERICA 
INNOVATION MEDIA CONSULTING 
johnwilpers@gmail.com

mailto:johnwilpers@gmail.com

